








of violent disagreement with Narvaez, (Presidente del Consejo de
Ministros of Spain) who accused him of inciting factious revolt:
consequently, there was a break in diplomatic representation between the
two countries until 1850, when Lord Howden was appointed.

The creation of a burial ground had been an issue for many years.
Cemeteries for non-Roman Catholics, almost always labelled by Spanish
and British alike "Protestants" had been founded at other centres in Spain.
The first had been in Bilbao in the mid seventeen hundreds for the large,
shifting population of entrepreneurs, traders and seafarers. Cemeteries
founded in the nineteenth century were at La Coruna, Seville, Hu'elva and
Malaga. In a letter of 14 April 1932, Consul George Grahame wrote to
Spanish Secretary of State Luis de Zulueta that some of the cemeteries
were vested in "persons having no official status" but "the majority stand
in the name of the local British Consular Officer".

Long before the period J 825 to 1830 when the Malaga cemetery
was founded, like the Bilbao cemetery. before it, because of special
circumstances of a large, shifting population of British merchants and
seafarers, land had been bought in Madrid for a burial ground. In 1796,
the then Minister at Madrid, Lord Bute, acquired two and a quarter acres
near the Puerta de Recoletos "outside the walls of the capital on the road
"Pajaritos" bordering with the wall of Maroto's orchard; opposite one side
of Luis Pierna's country house" (extract from 1847 conveyance based on a
surveyor's report of 1846). These surroundings which sound rustic if not
sylvan, were just about where the Plaza de Colon, the hub of Madrid, now
stands. The site was never walled in its entirety but marked out with
boundary stones - "mojones rotulados" - inscribed "GB 1796 que Ie
acotan" (File 2.152.85, Archivo de la Villa, Corregimiento).

Part of the problem in making use of that site for the purpose of
burials was the lapse of time because of the French Wars, then the French
occupation of Madrid. Also, meanwhile the city was growing slowly but
surely in the direction of the Puerta de Recoletos. By 1831, the British
had been considerately forewarned by the Policfa Urbana that as the city













. Day, 1863, his widow) were all regular subscribers. The 1854 fees for
~ burials were sufficient at:
f
" A grave 100 reales (equivalent to £ I)

A grave 7 feet x 4 feet with liberty 1000 reales (equivalent to £ 10)
to erect a monument
A family vault 10 feet x 10 feet 2000 reales.
Each new interment 100 reales.
Exhumations 30 reales.

j .
hi These constrast with the fees in 1920:

Adult gmves for British subjects for non-British
sub_iects

Without exclusive rights ISO pesetas not admitted
With exclusive rights 500 pesetas 1000 pesetas

There was a fifty percent increase in 1930 on the 1920 fees. The
exchange rate in January 1930 was 25 pesetas to the £ sterling.

Almost from the outset, the Cemetery was managed by the Consul
under the Consular Act, a procedure which brought with it the advantage
that whatever money was raised locally among residents, the Treasury
would provide a sum equal to it. In the period from 1850 to 1860, some
emphasis was placed on whether people contributing lived in Madrid or
outside and by "outside", places as far afield as Toledo and Aranjuez were
meant, but why this distinction was made is not clear now. Money from
subscribers was for running expenses and does not seem to have brought
with it any rights to burial. There was no real financial problem then,
however. Then. in 1860. Mr. Brackenbury realised that there had been no
remittance from the Treasury in respect of 1859 and upon enquiring. he
was taken aback to learn that as he had secured sufficient number of
subscribers. and had adequate money in hand, there would be no further
contributions from the Treasury to match the local fund raising. Already,
there had been some indications in correspondence of a feeling of
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